Instructions for Use

Wine Store

Thank you for your trust and for buying this appliance. We hope it will
successfully serve the purpose for many years.
This appliance is intended to be used exclusively for the storage of wine.
Wine Store used in households is intended for storing wine at temperatures
higher than 0°C.
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Figure of the Appliance

The appliance can be equipped with various accesories,
depending on the model of the appliance.

The rating plate of the appliance, with information specific to the
model you purchased is located in the interior of the appliance.
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Before Putting Into Use
Before connecting the appliance to the mains
supply, leave it stand for about 2 hours, which
will reduce a possibility of malfunctions in the
cooling system due to transport handling.

• Clean the appliance, and be thorough, especially
in the interior (See Cleaning and Maintenance).

• These instructions for use are intended for the

user. They describe the appliance and its correct
and safe use. They were prepared for various
types/models of refrigerators therefore you might
find in it description of some functions and of
accesories that your appliance does not have.

Remove packaging

• Remove corner blocks and foam drawer stops.
• Remove all packing material and tape. Before
•

We Care for the
Environment

• Our products use environmentally friendly

•
•
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using, be sure all packing materials and tape have
been removed.
If you are discarding an old refrigerating-freezing
appliance, remove the doors to reduce the danger
of children being trapped inside.
packaging, which can be either recycled or
disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner.
To this end, individual packaging materials are
clearly marked.
These instructions are printed either on recycled
paper or chlorine free bleached paper.
When your appliance finally wears out, please try
not to burden the environment with it; call your
nearest authorised service agent. (See Disposing
of the Worn Out Appliance).

Disposal of Old
Appliances

• Once your appliance becomes obsolete, dispose

•

Attention

of it immediately. If the appliance is equipped with
a door lock mechanism, please make sure the
lock is broken and /or permanently disabled,
to prevent suffocation for children accidentally
locked inside during play.
The appliance contains refrigerating agent
and insulation materials requiring specific
decomposition procedure. Consult your local
organization, authorized to deal with such
materials, or call your dealer. Be careful not
to damage the piping on the rear panel of the
appliance.

Before you begin:
The door swing is reversible. Change the door
swing before installing the appliance. Locate the
parts package and instructions supplied with the
product.
Connect power:
• Plug the power cord into the correctly earthed wall
outlet which must never be located directly behind
the appliance.
• Check to make sure power is on by opening the
door to see if interior light turns on.
Slide product into the cutout:
Carefully, slide the appliance into the opening. Be
careful not to entangle power cord. Note: The door
should protrude 2.5 cm beyond the surrounding
cabinets.
Set temperature controls:
The temperature controls are preset. Allow 24 hours
for temperature to stabilize.
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Energy Saving Tips
• Try not to open the door too often, especially
during hot and humid weather.

• Check periodically if the appliance is sufficiently
•
•
•
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ventilated (adequate air circulation behind the
appliance).
If the door gasket is damaged and/or not sealing
properly, energy consumption will be substantially
higher. To restore efficiency, replace the door
gasket.
The condenser grill located on the (exterior) rear
wall should always be kept clean, free of dust
and dirt accumulated from kitchen fumes (see
Cleaning the Appliance).
Always follow strictly the instructions described
in sections Positioning and Energy Saving Tips,
otherwise the consumption of energy is increased.

Important
This appliance must be properly
connected to the electrical power supply
(see: Connecting to the Power Supply).
Always disconnect the appliance from
power supply before replacing the light
bulb, cleaning and/or attempting any
repairs.
When disconnecting the appliance from
the wall outlet always hold the plug with
your hand, and never pull the cord.

• This appliance can be used by children aged from

•
•

•
•

8 years and above and persons with reduced
physical, sensory or metal capabilities or lack
of experience and knowledge if they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of
the appliance in a safe way and understand the
hazards involved. Children shall not play with the
appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall
not be made by children without supervision.
For the sake of the environmental protection
be careful not to damage the rear wall of the
appliance or any part of the sealed refrigerating
system when moving the appliance.
The refrigerating system on this appliance is
filled with refrigerant and oil. If the appliance
is damaged, handle it with care and dispose
of it in accordance with environmental
protection requirements. (See Our Care for the
Environment).
If the power cord is damaged it may be replaced
by the manufacturer, his service personnel or
other qualified personnel only in order to avoid
possible injuries.
Changing the direction of door opening may also
be performed by the after-sale service personnel
only!
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• Do not store flammable, vaporizing or explosive materials in the cooler, like for
•
•

example explosives or sprays containing flammable substances like propane,
butane, pentane, etc. Such sprays are clearly marked with adequate symbols
for danger on the exterior of the package.
Bottles with high alcohol content must be tightly sealed and stored in upright
position.
Children should not play with the appliance.

• Warning: Ventilation slots on the appliance or built-in
element should always be kept clean and unobstructed.
• Warning: Do not use any mechanical accessories
when thawing the refrigerator, except for those explicitly
recommended by the manufacturer.
• Warning: To prevent any pollution be careful not to
damage the insulation or refrigeration tubes at the rear
wall during the installation, cleaning and disposal of the
appliance.
• Warning: Do not use any electrical devices inside the
appliance, except for those explicitly recommended by
the manufacturer.
The symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this
product may not be treated as household waste. Instead it shall be
handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of
electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is
disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative
consequences for the environment and human health, which could
otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of thisproduct.
For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please
contact your local city office, your household waste disposal service
or the shop where you purchased the product.
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Placing and Installation
Choosing the Right
Place

Place the appliance in a dry and regularly ventilated
room. Allowed ambient temperature depends on the
model (class) of the appliance and is indicated on
the rating plate of the appliance.
Class

Ambient temparature

N (normal)

from + 16°C to + 32°C

ST (sub-tropical)

from + 16°C to + 38°C

Never place the appliance near heat radiating
devices and do not expose it to direct sunlight. In
case the distance to the heat emitting device is too
short, it may require the installation of an insulation
panel.

Placing the Selfstanding Appliance

Place the appliance firmly on a solid base. The
appliances have adjustable legs. Use them to level
the appliance.
Level
• Use a 2.5 open-end wrench to turn the leveling
legs and raise or lower the product.
• Adjust carefully, the appliance should be level
and plumb with cabinetry, and should align with
adjacent toekick height.

1. Turn Right to lower
2. Turn Left to raise
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Placing the Built-in
Appliance

Connection to Power
Supply

Connect the appliance with the cable and plug
to the power supply socket outlet with a ground
terminal (safety socket).
Required nominal voltage and frequency are
indicated on the rating plate.
The connection to the mains supply and earthing
have to be made according to current standards
and regulations. The appliance resists temporary
voltage tolerance up to -6 to +6 %.
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Operation Control
Temperature control

The temperature range of the wine reserve is from
5°C to 15°C. Do not install the wine reserve where
the temperature will go below 10°C or above 32°C.

The temperature display shows the actual
temperature of the wine reserve. The actual
temperature may vary slightly from the set
temperature based on factors such as door
openings, amount of wine and room temperature.
After making adjustments, allow 12 to 24 hours for
the wine reserve to reach the temperature you have
set and before making any further adjustments. The
factory setting is the RED WINE setting (12°C).
The RED WINE
setting will provide a storage
temperature of approximately 12ºC, which is
optimum for the storage of red wine. Press the
RED WINE pad to display 12°C. Several seconds
after the RED WINE pad is pressed, the actual
temperature will be displayed while the wine reserve
temperature moves toward 12°C.
The WHITE WINE
setting will provide a storage
temperature of approximately 7ºC, which is optimum
for white wine. Press the WHITE WINE pad to
display 7°C. Several seconds after the WHITE
WINE pad is pressed, the actual temperature will
be displayed while the wine reserve temperature
moves toward 7°C.
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The CUSTOM
setting will provide a storage
temperature range of 5°C to 15°C. This setting
provides the ability to customize the temperature
to the optimum setting for the particular wine. To
change the temperature setting, press and hold
the CUSTOM pad until the display begins to flash
the set temperature. Then press the
or
pads
until you reach the desired set temperature. After
several seconds, the display will return to the
actual temperature. The actual temperature will be
displayed while the wine reserve moves toward the
set temperature.
In general, temperatures at the bottom of the
cabinet will be cooler than temperatures at the
top of the cabinet. Position your wine inventory
accordingly (i.e., white wines in the cooler zones
and red wines in the warmer zones).
Note: On all three temperature selections, the
light beside the pad will remain lit, indicating the
selection made.

Interior light and light
pad
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The interior light makes it easy to view your wine
labels and enhances the display of your collection.
When the light pad is pressed and the word ON
is displayed, the light will remain on for one hour
before automatically turning off. When the light pad
is pressed and the word OFF is displayed, the light
will come on only when the door is opened. For
best viewing, do not store a bottle on the top shelf
directly under the light. Remember to turn off the
light when it is no longer needed.

Pull-out drawers

Tab (push tab down on right
drawer guide, pull tab up on left
drawer guide)

All of the drawers pull out so bottles can be more
easily added or removed.
Any of the drawers can be removed to store larger
bottles.
To remove:
1. Pull the drawer out to the STOP position.
2. Push the tab on right drawer guide down while
pulling the tab on left guide up, and pull the
drawer out.
To replace,
insert the sides of the drawer back into the guides
and push until the tabs snap into place.
Make sure the tabs on the drawer guides
are fully engaged before loading any
bottles. Pull the drawers out all the way
to the STOP position and push back in
several times to make sure tabs snap into
place.

Insert wine bottles

8 necked bottles can be loaded into each of the
five top drawers, provided that the necks are
alternatively turned to the front and vice versa.
6 necked bottles with necks turned to the rear side
of the appliance can be loaded into each of the two
bottom drawers.
Altogether, you can load 52 bottles (0.75 l).
Tall bottles should not be loaded on the bottom
drawer because they may prevent the door from
closing.
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Loading tips and
suggestions

• The bottles on the top drawer, directly under

•

•

Wood drawer fronts

the light, will be exposed to a slightly higher
temperature when the light is on. Position your
wines accordingly and remember to turn off the
light when it is no longer needed.
Keep wines that you plan to use for everyday
drinking and entertaining on the front half of the
drawers where labels are completely visible.
Place wines for aging or longer term storage in
the rear.
Do not allow children to climb, stand or hang on
the appliance drawers. They could seriously injure
themselves and possibly cause damage to the
appliance.

The drawer fronts on the wine store are unfinished
wood. Wooden parts are protected with a foil which
is to be removed. During use, oil from hands may
accumulate and stain the wood.
Natural wood may vary slightly in grain
and color.

Condenser
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Be sure that nothing obstructs the required air flow
openings in the front of the cabinet.
For best performance, brush or vacuum lint and dirt
from the condenser once a year.
Remove the cover from the bottom rear of the wine
store to access the condenser.

Maintenance and Cleaning
Automatic Defrosting

Cleaning the Appliance

There is no need to defrost the refrigerator, because
ice depositing on the inner back wall is defrosted
automatically. Ice is depositing on the inner back
wall during the compressor operation; later on,
when the compressor is not operating ice is
defrosting and water drops collect and drain through
the outlet in the inner back wall into the drain pan
situated above the compressor, from where it
evaporates.
Disconnect the power supply before
cleaning the appliance.
Do not use coarse or aggressive cleaning
agents as you can damage the surface.
Cabinet
The painted cabinet can be washed with mild soap
and water.
Rinse thoroughly with clear water. Never use
abrasive scouring powders.
Varnished surfaces are cleaned with soft cloth and
an alcohol based cleaning agent (for example glass
cleaners). You may also use alcohol (ethanol or
isoprophylic alcohol). The application of abrasive
and specially aggressive cleaners, such as the
stainless steel cleaners, is not appropriate for the
cleaning of plastic and coated parts.
After cleaning connect the appliances to the mains
supply, turn it on and replace the beverages again.
Interior
Wash the inside with mild soap and water or baking
soda and water. Do not use an abrasive powder,
solvent, polish cleaner or undiluted detergent.
Glass door
Use a glass cleaner or mild soap and water and a
soft cloth to clean the glass door.
Do not use any abrasive powders.
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Door gasket
The vinyl gasket may be cleaned with mild soap
and water, a baking soda solution or a mild scouring
powder. Rinse well.
After cleaning the door gasket, apply a thin layer of
paraffin wax or petroleum jelly to the door gasket
at the hinge side. This helps keep the gasket from
sticking and bending out of shape.

Light bulb replacement

Unplug the appliance before replacing the light bulb.
To remove the light shield, push in the tab on the
left side of the shield and lower it.
Replace with a 15 watt appliance bulb.
Bulb lamps used in this appliance are special
purpose lamps selected for household appliances
use only. They are not suitable for household room
illumination.

In the event of a power
failure

If the power fails, open the door as infrequently as
possible to maintain the temperature. A gradual rise
in temperature should not have any adverse effect
on the beverages.
If it is extremely hot, you may want to move the
beverages to the coolest location you can find until
power is restored.
Do not store or use gasoline or other
flammable vapors and liquids in the
vicinity of this or any other appliance.
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Trouble-Shooting Guide
Sometimes you may come across a minor problem
during the operation of the appliance.
Please refer to the troubleshooting guide below
to assist you in identifying some of the possible
causes which in most cases does not require a
service call.

Trouble

Check

The Appliance Fails
to Operate After
Connecting it to the
Power Supply

• Check if the socket is powered and make sure
the appliance is switched on. (thermostat knob in
operating position).

Continuous Operation
of the Cooling System

• The door is frequently opened or left open for long
periods of time.
• The door is not properly closed possibly an alien
particle between the doors, sagging door, door
gasket damaged, etc.).
• Excessive quantity of warm beverages inserted at
once.
• The reason may be inadequate ventilation of
the compressor and condenser (check the air
circulation behind the appliance and clean the
condenser).

Water is Leaking From
the Appliance

Water usually leaks from the appliance if the drain outlet
is blocked, or if the defrost water drips past the collecting
groove.
• Clean the blocked outlet with a plastic straw.

Useful Tips

Temperature within the appliance is not cool
enough:
• Is the temperature setting adequate (see
Operation and Control)?
• Does the thermometer indicate correctly?
• Is the ventilation system operating properly?
• Is the appliance located too close to a heat
source?
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Noise Related
Problems

Cooling of the refrigerating and freezing appliances
is provided by the cooling system, which
incorporates a compressor and a fan – these
devices produce certain noise. The level of noise
emitted largely depends on the location and proper
use of the appliance.
• During the operation of the compressor, certain
noise of liquid flow may be detected, and during
idle periods the circulation of refrigeration liquid
is heard. This is a normal condition and has no
impact on the life cycle of the appliance.
• Immediately after starting the appliance, the
operation of the compressor and the flow of
refrigerant may be louder than usual. This is not a
sign of any malfunction, and has no impact on the
life cycle of the appliance. Gradually the noise will
be reduced.
Sometimes unusual and stronger noises may
be detected, which are rather unusual for the
appliance. Such noises are often the result of the
inappropriate installation:
• The appliance must be perfectly horizontal and
installed on a solid floor.
• It should not touch the walls or adjacent
cupboards.
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Reverse door swing
Reverse door swing
- appliances without
decorative cover

Parts Included:
• Top left case hinge
• Bottom left case hinge
• Left and right side decorative hinge cover
• Decorative hinge screw hole cover
• Key TORX No. 25
Tools Needed:
• Phillips Screwdriver
• Electric drill
Remove the door:

• Remove the 2 screws and the toekick. Set aside
the screws and toekick for final installation.

• Remove 3 screws from the upper hinge with the
attached key.

• Lift off the hinge (screws will be used to install the
new hinge).

• Lift the door off the bottom case hinge.
• Remove the bottom case hinge pin and bracket.
Rotate the door:

• The handle will be on right side of the door,

hinges will be installed on the left side of the case.

• Remove the door stop and cam riser on the
original bottom right side of the door.

• Remove the fill plug on the top right side of the
door.

• Turn the door over and reinstall the fill plug on the
new left side.

Reinstall the Door:

• Install the original door stop and cam riser onto
the bottom left side of the door.

• Install the new supplied bottom case hinge pin
and bracket onto bottom left side.

• Place the door onto the bottom case hinge.
• Install the supplied left-hand top case with the 3
original screws.

• Select the hinge cover marked with an »L«.
• Peel backing off the tape inside the decorative
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hinge cover.

• Press and snap the hinge cover into place.
• Snap the screw hole cover into place on the
opposite side.

Reverse door swing
- appliances with
decorative cover

Parts Included:

• Top left case hing
• Bottom left case hinge
• No cap on the upper right hinge
• Key TORX No. 25
Tools Needed:

• Phillips Screwdriver
• Electric drill
Remove the door:

• Remove the 2 screws and the toekick. Set aside
the screws and toekick for final installation.

• Remove 3 screws from the upper hinge with the
attached key.

• Remove the decorative cover (unscrew 3 screws

at the back, and 2 screws in the front).
will be used to install the
new hinge).
Lift the door off the bottom case hinge.
Remove the bottom case hinge pin and bracket.

• Lift off the hinge (screws
•
•

Rotate the door:

• The handle will be on right side of the door,

hinges will be installed on the left side of the case.

• Remove the door stop and cam riser on the
original bottom right side of the door.

• Turn the door.
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Reinstall the Door:
• Install the original door stop and cam riser onto
the bottom left side of the door.
• Install the new supplied bottom case hinge pin
and bracket onto bottom left side.
• Place the door onto the bottom case hinge.
• Fasten the upper left hinge with a cap out of the
set, with the three original screws. Fasten the
attached hinge without a cap at the top right hand
side.
• Replace the decorative cover and screw it down.
Check to be sure screws are tight and that
the door is straight and does not sag. The
door should swing freely.

Install Toekick

The toekick has a cutout on the left and right sides.
Remove the plug on the left side and reinstall on the
right side. If you choose to install the stainless steel
toekick, reinstall the plug on the right side of that
toekick.
• Install original screws and spacers or screws and
spacers supplied with the stainless steel toekick.
Install screws through the spacer standoff, toekick
and into the base as shown.

SPECIFICATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.
Instructions for use of the appliance can also be
found on our website at www.gorenje.com / < http://
www.gorenje.com />
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PRODUCT FICHE According to EU-Regulation No. 1060/2010
A

Modela

B

»EU Ecolabel
award«
Regulation (EC)
No 66/2010

C

Category of
the household
refrigerating
appliance model

D

Temperature of
‘other compartments’ (T>14°C)

E

Frost-free

F

Power cut safe
(temperature rise
time)[h]

G

Freezing
capacity in
kg/24 h

H

Climate class

1

Refrigerator with one or more fresh-food storage compartments

2

Refrigerator-cellar, Cellar and Wine storage appliances

3

Refrigerator-chiller and Refrigerator with a 0-star compartment

4

Refrigerator with a 1-star compartment

5

Refrigerator with a 2-star compartment

6

Refrigerator with a 3-star compartment

7

Refrigerator-freezer

8

Upright freezer

9

Chest freezer

10

Multi-use and other refrigerating appliances

A

Freezing compartment

B

Freezing and cooling compartment

SN

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 10 °C and 32°C

SN,N

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 10 °C and 32°C

SN,N ,ST

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 10 °C and 38°C.

SN,N ,ST,T

(This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 10 °C and
43°C.

N

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 32°C.

N ,ST

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 38°C.

N ,ST,T

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 43°C.

ST

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 38°C.

SN,ST

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 10 °C and 38°C.

ST,T

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 43°C.

T

This appliance is intended to be used at an ambient temperature between 16 °C and 43°C.

J

Noise (dB (A) re
1 pW)

K

Built-in appliance

L

This appliance is intended to be used exclusively for the storage of wine.

YES=DA; NO=NE

VC 166 E

en (10-14)

